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Nickel 974.70 3.65

Aluminium 135.60

Copper 433.50 4.16

Zinc 164.30 3.33

Natural Gas 135.80 -0.07
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Bullion Complex

Bullion prices dipped as hopes for a global economic rebound got a boost from stronger-than-expected U.S. non-farm payrolls data, reducing demand for safe havens.

The latest U.S. data showed a drastic fall in unemployment to 13.3% in May from 14.7% in April as layoffs abated.

Data from the Labor Department showed U.S. non-farm payroll employment jumped by 2.51 million jobs in May after plummeting by a revised 20.69 million jobs in April.

The unemployment rate dropped to 13.3% in May from 14.7% in April. The May payrolls report confounded economists who had predicted a job loss of 8 million in May as

the coronavirus kept parts of the U.S. economy closed for a third straight month.
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The European Central Bank approved yet more stimulus to prop up an economy plunged by the coronavirus pandemic into its biggest recession since World War Two.

Just months after a raft of emergency measures, the ECB said it would increase the size of emergency bond purchases by 600 billion euros ($674 billion) to 1.35 trillion

euros and that the purchases would run until the end of June 2021, six month longer than originally planned. The ECB also said it would reinvest bonds maturing in its

pandemic emergency purchase scheme at least until the end of 2022.

First-time claims for U.S. unemployment benefits pulled back further off their recent record high in the week ended May 30th, according to a report released by the Labor

Department. The report said initial jobless claims tumbled to 1.877 million, a decrease of 249,000 from the previous week's revised level of 2.126 million. A report released

by the Commerce Department showed the U.S. trade deficit widened by slightly more than anticipated in the month of April. The Commerce Department said the trade

deficit widened to $49.4 billion in April from a revised $42.3 billion in March.

Physical gold dealers in India offered the highest discounts in about two months this week as customers kept away with coronavirus cases in the country continuing to

mount, while Singapore saw steady safe haven demand. In thin volume trade, discounts of up to $32 an ounce were offered over official domestic prices in India, the

highest since early April. A few jewellers who had opened stores in May for a week were forced to shut again due to poor consumer response. In top consumer China,

discounts eased to $11-$14 an ounce versus benchmark prices from last week’s $14-$18 discounts, with demand still lacklustre.
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% Change Cng in OI

Action for Week

SELL SILVER @ 48800 SL50400 TGT 47200-46600
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While some places in Europe and Asia have eased restrictions, concern of new virus outbreaks has kept a lid on oil prices. To tackle the drop in demand, OPEC and its allies

agreed to a record supply cut that started on May 1, while the United States and other nations said they would pump less. OPEC said these curbs were already helping.

OPEC expects this quarter to see the biggest drop in demand and lowered its demand forecast for the second quarter by 5.4 million bpd. Downside risks remain for

consumption in the United States, Europe and South Korea, OPEC said.

Natural gas slipped on forecasts for milder weather and lower air conditioning demand in mid-June. The decline came despite an increase in liquefied natural gas (LNG)

exports and concerns a tropical storm threatening the Gulf of Mexico could cut output. Tropical Storm Cristobal is expected to sweep across Louisiana's on- and offshore

production areas over the weekend. Refinitiv said gas production in the U.S. Lower 48 states fell to an average of 88.6 billion cubic feet per day (bcfd) so far in June from a

one-year low of 89.3 bcfd in May and an all-time monthly high of 95.4 bcfd in November. 

With the coming of milder weather in mid-June, Refinitiv projected U.S. demand, including exports, would rise from 81.2 bcfd this week to 82.2 bcfd next week before

sliding to 81.6 bcfd in two weeks. The amount of pipeline gas flowing to U.S. LNG export plants was on track to reach 5.0 bcfd on Friday after dropping to a 13-month low

of 3.7 bcfd Monday. That compares with an eight-month low of 6.4 bcfd in May and a monthly record high of 8.7 bcfd in February.

Monday, June 8, 2020

Energy

Crude oil prices rose after OPEC decided to move up discussions on whether to extend record production cuts, indicating that some laggard countries may have agreed to

align themselves with the deal. Support also seen amid optimism about increased energy demand after data from U.S. Labor Department showed unexpected job growth

in the month of May. 

OPEC slashed its forecast for global oil demand this year and predicted this quarter would see the steepest decline even as some countries ease lockdown measures

designed to stem the coronavirus outbreak. The Organization of the Petroleum Exporting Countries now expects global demand to contract by 9.07 million barrels per day

(bpd), or 9.1%, in 2020, it said in a monthly report. OPEC expected a contraction of 6.85 million bpd. Oil prices have collapsed as government lockdowns curtailed travel

and economic activity, tipping countries into recession. 

Weekly Market Update
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% Change Cng in OI

Action for Week

SELL NAT GAS @ 138 SL 146 TGT 130-124
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BUY CRUDEOIL @ 2950 SL 2800 TGT 3120-3240
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Copper consumption in top consumer China has been stronger than expected due to government stimulus and as businesses increased production to fulfil orders

accumulated during the coronavirus-fuelled lockdowns. Some major countries in the west have also reopened their economies and unveiled more stimulus this week,

boosting investor sentiment. The CME Group, decreased margins for copper contracts by 13.3%.

Global zinc concentrate market is very likely to be in a tight balance in 2020, compared to a slender surplus last year, as the production recovery from the Covid-19 crisis

progresses slowly. New projects or expansion plans, on the other hand, are temporarily taken off the table as many experts warn that a full economic recovery from the

pandemic could take years. China’s refined zinc output fell as expected in May, as fast declines in treatment charges (TCs) for domestic zinc concentrate depressed. 

Indonesia will keep in place a ban on the export of nickel ore even as it relaxes exports of some other minerals under revisions to its mining law, the director of minerals at

the country's energy and minerals ministry said. Indonesia's parliament passed revisions to its mining law last month, allowing miners building smelters to export ore for the

next three years. But the revisions stipulated that the government can rule against the export of specific ores under a separate regulation.

Monday, June 8, 2020

Base Metals

Base metals prices gained supported by a quicker-than-expected recovery in Chinese activity and hopes for a global economic rebound. The European Central Bank and

German government announced big stimulus packages and U.S. data showed unemployment growth slowing sharply.

China’s central bank injected 150 billion yuan ($21.10 billion) into the banking system through seven-day reverse repurchase agreements, while keeping the interest rate

unchanged at 2.20%.The People’s Bank of China (PBOC) said in a statement fund injection was to counteract the impact from factors including maturing reverse repos and

financial institutions’ reserve requirement payments, and in order to keep banking system liquidity “reasonably ample”.

Weekly Market Update
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Action for Week

BUY ZINC @ 162 SL 159 TGT  167.50-170
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BUY COPPER @ 432 SL 424 TGT 440-445
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